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Unique doors 
for unique interiors





We are pleased to present you the original DRE Supreme line.     
This is the result of our cooperation, in which we have combined many years of 
experience in the production of doors with the exceptional talent of architect 
Krzysztof Miruć. In this catalog we would like to present a range of unique 
products that at the same time perfectly complement the current DRE offer.

UNIQUE DOOR  
FOR UNIQUE INTERIORS 

DRE Supreme includes five unique collections tailored to different needs and interior 
design styles. Each of them has been designed with the most demanding and conscious 
customers. This stylish door responds to the latest design trends and at the same time is 
timeless and made with the utmost care and attention to detail .

When we presented DRE Supreme collection for the first time in 2022, we did not expect it 
to be such a spectacular success. We are very pleased that so many people have trusted 
us and focused on quality, durability and original design. We would like to invite you to get 
familiar with DRE Supreme line. We believe that you will be able to choose from our offer 
original doors for your unique interiors.

Leszek Berbeć, 

CEO of DRE Sp. z o. o.

Krzysztof Miruć,  
architect, designer of DRE Supreme line



KIOTO



KIOTO 

The new Kioto collection was created out 
of love for wood, which, after a long period 
of Poles' passion for white and bright 
rooms, returns to the interiors again.   
In our collection, the theme of wood has 
been presented in a modern, elegant and 
minimalist form. Japanese Kioto city was 
the inspiration, where modern architecture 
collides with nature and trees that fill 
numerous gardens and parks.

KIOTO
COLLECTION

We combine the colors of wood in interiors 
on the basis of similarity or contrast. If we do 
not want the door to stand out against the 
background of the whole interior, we shall choose 
furniture and accessories in a similar decor as 
the door leaf. If we want Kioto collection to be 
a decorative element of the interior, it shall be 
combined with contrasting elements of the 
whole equipment.

MY ADVICE

NEW



KIOTO

Panel construction doors with a leaf height of 2300 and 2043 mm in wood-like 
laminates. In KIOTO 2,3,4 models, there are available inlays in moro matt and 
brushed steel color.

The SILENTpackage in KIOTO collection is available with extra charge and ensures sound 
insulation at the level of 37 dB. It is a perfect solution where you need to mute the room 
and cut off the sounds of the rest of the house. Doors with the SILENT 37 dB package are 
recommended for bedrooms and children's rooms. 

KIOTO 
COLLECTION

SLIDING DOOR LEAF
• sliding system for 2043 mm norm - SPAZIO CD sliding system can be used with the 

collection

• edge whitout rebate

non-rebated door leaf 
•edge without rebate in the color of the door leaf or black

• sockets for 3 recessed Estetic 80 hinges for the 2300 mm height and 2 
recessed Estetic 80 hinges for the 2043 mm height (hinges are a part of 
the door frame)

• magnetic simple key lock, bathroom lock, cylinder lock or economic 
magnetic lock and black or steel hinges

• magic magnetic lock with Konzerva handle, additional bathroom lock, 
door leaf is prepared for self-assembly of the lock and handle

• the SILENT 37 dB package applies only to non-rebated doors with a 
magnetic lock with the handle, with acoustic filling and a dropping seal

INVERTED REBATE DOOR LEAF (extra charge)
•acive opening door leaf

• sockets for 3 Estetic 1821 recessed hinges for  2300mm and 2 Estetic 
1821 recessed hinges for 2043mm (the hinges constitute the elements of 
the door frame)

• magnetic simple key lock, bathroom lock, cylinder lock or economic 
magnetic lock and black or steel hinges .

STANDARD OPTION
•wood-based board frame

 tubular chipboard insert

•door leaves covered with 0.8 mm laminate in horizontal graining

AVAILABLE INTERFERENCES
•brushed steel

•moro matt



KIOTO 

KIOTO 1
aland pine

KIOTO 2
natural vicenza oak, brushed steel 
marquetry

KIOTO 3
gray vicenza oak, brushed steel 
marquetry

KIOTO 4
natural vicenza oak, moro matt 
marquetry with magic magnetic lock 
and Konzerva handle

OPTIONS AVAILABLE WITH EXTRA CHARGE

•SILENT 37 dB package (dropping seal + acoustic filling) in 2043 standard

•SILENT 37 dB package (dropping seal + acoustic filling) in 2300 standard

•"90" and "100" door leaves in 2043mm

•"90" and "100" door leaves in 2300mm

•ventilation undercut

•aluminum ventilation grille 

•cover strip for double non-rebated door leaf

•door leaf with inverted rebate 

•magic magnetic lock + adjustable block to the door frame

Konzerva handle 

• additional bathroom lock .

•double doors Door leaf price x2
           CAUTION: third Estetic 80 hinge for non-rebated doors
in the 2043 norm (the extra charge is added to the price of the door frame)

LAMINATES

NEW NEWNEWNEW

aland pine natural vicenza 
oak

gray vicenza 
oak
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HAMPTON 

When we hear "Hampton", we see bright, 
classic interiors, full of sunshine and 
we feel a holiday atmosphere. Thanks 
to this collection we can transfer this 
atmosphere to both large houses and 
smaller apartments. Hampton is a timeless 
frame door with noble milling and universal 
design. If you like classic forms, this 
collection should be your favourite.

HAMPTON 
COLLECTION

The Hampton collection is extremely versatile 
and suits many different interior styles. While 
arranging an apartment, it is worth paying 
attention to lighting, which can additionally bring 
out the beautiful milling in the door and enhance 
the three-dimensional effect.

MY ADVICE



HAMPTON

Frame doors with milled rails and profiled internal panels. The leaves are 
available in heights of 2300 mm and 2043 mm.

Our new matte foils are refined with an exclusive technology of physical surface 
treatment, which combines smart solutions, high-quality design and unique features 
such as scratch resistance, easy cleaning, anti-fingerprint protection and stain 
resistance. Moreover, they do not contain formaldehyde, which helps to keep the air in 
the room clean..

HAMPTON 
COLLECTION

OPTIONS WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE
•holes for ventilation sleeves 

SLIDING DOOR LEAF
• sliding system for 2043 mm norm - SPAZIO CD sliding system can be 

used with the collection

• edge whitout rebate

non-rebated door leaf 
•edge without rebate

• sockets for 3 recessed Estetic 80 hinges for the 2300 mm height and 2 
recessed Estetic 80 hinges for the 2043 mm height (hinges are a part of 
the door frame)

•   magnetic simple key lock, bathroom lock, cylinder lock or economic 
magnetic lock and black hinges   
 for black matt foil, white hinges for white matt foil 
 and steel hinges for other matt foil colors 

STANDARD OPTIONS
•stiles made of wood-based panels  
•19 mm profiled MDF panels.

Easy to clean
Fingerprint 
protectionStain resistance

It does not contain 
formaldehyde INVERTED REBATE DOOR LEAF (extra charge)

•acive opening door leaf

• sockets for 3 Estetic 1821 recessed hinges for  2300mm and 2 Estetic 
1821 recessed hinges for 2043mm (the hinges constitute the elements of 
the door frame)

•   magnetic simple key lock, bathroom lock, cylinder lock or economic 
magnetic lock and black hinges   
 for black matt foil, white hinges for white matt foil 
 and steel hinges for other matt foil colors 



HAMPTON 

HAMPTON 1
cashmere matt

HAMPTON 2
warm grey matt

HAMPTON 3
sage oak

HAMPTON 4
dark olive matt

HAMPTON 1
dark blue matt

OPTIONS AVAILABLE WITH EXTRA CHARGE

•"90" and "100" door leaves in 2043mm

•"90" and "100" door leaves in 2300mm

•ventilation undercut

•cover strip for double non-rebated door leaf

• inverted rebate door leaf .

•double doors Door leaf price x2
           CAUTION: third Estetic 80 hinge for non-rebated doors
in the 2043 norm (the extra charge is added to the price of the door frame) .

MATT FOILS

white matt light gray matt

dark olive matt dark blue matt black matt 2

net price/gross price

NEWNEW

cashmere matt warm grey matt

NEW NEW

sage oak

NEW
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CITY 

CITY 
COLLECTION

The energy and dynamism of the city that 
never sleeps. Modern architecture and 
the famous London's financial district 
called City has inspired me to design this 
extraordinary collection of doors.  In this 
collection you will find simple 
and modern plate leaves. They are 
distinguished by linear decors that can be 
adapted to your own preferences. We can 
choose versions with elegant dark glass 
and beautiful inlays in gold, steel, copper, 
white and black. The decors come in both 
in a horizontal and vertical option.

It is worth to adjust the inlays on door leaves 
with other interior design elements, e.g. if you 
choose gold, I recommend choosing lamps, 
furniture and decorations in the same finish. 
Thanks to this, the room will look consistent and 
refined.

MY ADVICE



The CITY 1 and CITY 2 with a leaf height of 2300 mm and 2043 mm are 
made of Gloss Laminates (bianco, moro) and MATTfoils: white matt, black 
matt 2, light gray matt, dark olive matt, dark blue matt, cashmere matt, 
warm grey matt. The CITY 3 model is a frame door with a height of 2300 
mm and 2043 mm and is available only in the decors; bianco, white matt, 
light gray matt. The CITY 3 model contains of a 8 mm black laminated glass 
and black marquetry in the moro matt laminate.

CITY

In MATT decors the leaf's edge is black, whereas in acrylic laminates, the edge is in 
the color of the leaf which means can come in various colours. Glossy laminate with 
a thickness of 0.7–0.8 mm is a modern laminate with a high degree of gloss, giving 
the effect of a mirror reflection. It is characterized by a perfectly smooth surface 
with increased scratch resistance. The MATT foils used are refined with an exclusive 
technology of physical surface treatment with attention to detail, which combines 
intelligent solutions, high-quality design and unique properties such as: scratch 
resistance, easy cleaning, anti-fingerprint protection, stain resistance. Moroever, they 
are formaldehyde-free and make a valuable contribution to clean indoor air. The matt 
aesthetic appearance creates a classic, yet modern, contemporary finish. 

CITY 
COLLECTION

OPTIONS WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE
•holes for ventilation sleeves 

SLIDING DOOR LEAF
• sliding system for 2043 mm norm - SPAZIO CD sliding system can be used 

with the collection

• edge whitout rebate

STANDARD OPTION
•edge without rebate

•filling with solid chipboard or perforated chipboard

•door leaf taped with glossy laminate or MATT foils

• black edging for MATT foil, whereas edging for acrylic decors  
come in the color of the door leaf

•   Magnetic simple key lock, bathroom lock, cylinder lock insert or magnetic 
economic lock and hinges in black for black edge and white for white edge.

• sockets for 3 recessed Estetic 80 hinges for the 2300 mm height and 2 
recessed Estetic 80 hinges for the 2043 mm height (hinges are a part of the 
door frame)

AVAILABLE INTERFERENCES
•brushed steel

•brushed copper

•brushed gold

•bianco matt

•moro matt



CITY 

CITY 2
light gray matt, brushed copper inlay

CITY 2
dark olive matt, moro matt marquetry

CITY 1
dark blue matt, brushed steel inlay

CITY 1
black matt 2, brushed gold marquetry

OPTIONS AVAILABLE WITH EXTRA CHARGE

•"90" and "100" door leaves in 2043mm

•"90" and "100" door leaves in 2300mm

•ventilation undercut 

•cover strip for double door leaf CITY 1, 2 MATT FOILS 

•cover strip for double door leaf CITY 1, 2 GLOSS LAMINATES

•aluminum ventilation grille CITY 1, 2

•double doors CITY 1, 2 Door leaf price x2
             CAUTION: third Estetic 80 hinge for non-rebated doors  
in the 2043 norm (the extra charge is added to the door frame's price)  

CITY 3
bianco, black laminated glass

white matt light gray matt

dark olive matt dark blue matt black matt 2

net price/gross price

bianco morocashmere matt warm grey matt

NEW NEW
MATT FOILS GLOSS LAMINATES



SOHO



SOHO

SOHO 
COLLECTION

Our love for the loft style does not fade 
away and that fact does not surprise me at 
all. It can be successfully adapted to your 
own taste, and its elements can be smuggled 
into interiors in various climates. If you like 
a timeless loft atmosphere I recommend 
the Soho collection. You will find plate doors 
with safe frosted or transparent glass and 
black geometric divisions. There are several 
models with different colors and heights.

The theme of the graphic lines that decorate 
the door should be continued in other interior 
fittings. For example you should consider 
elongated black handles or a rectangular mirror 
in a dark frame. Please remember that the 
Soho collection will not only work in typical loft 
arrangements, but will also perfectly fit into any 
other simple and elegant interiors.

MY ADVICE



SOHO

Plate doors with a leaf height of 2300 mm and 2043 mm with a black SLIM 
frame and muntin bars. The leaf is filled with solid chipboard, laminated 
safety glass VSG 22.1 milky or transparent. The leaf surface is taped with 
MATT foil.

The used MATT foils are refined with an exclusive technology of physical surface 
treatment, which combines intelligent solutions and high-quality design and 
unique properties such as: scratch resistance, easy cleaning, anti-fingerprint, stain 
resistance. In addition, they are formaldehyde-free and make a valuable contribution 
to indoor air quality. The matt and aesthetic appearance creates a classic, yet 
modern, and contemporary finish. 

SOHO 
COLLECTION

OPTIONS WITHOUT EXTRA CHARGE
•ventilation sleeves

SLIDING DOOR LEAF
• sliding system for 2043 mm norm - SPAZIO CD sliding system can be 

used with the collection

• edge whitout rebate

non-rebated door leaf 
•edge without rebate

• sockets for 3 recessed Estetic 80 hinges for the 2300 mm height and 2 
recessed Estetic 80 hinges for the 2043 mm height (hinges are a part of 
the door frame)

•   magnetic simple key lock, bathroom lock, cylinder lock or economic 
magnetic lock and black hinges  
for the black edge 

STANDARD OPTION
•wood-based board frame

•full chipboard filling

•4 mm milky or transparent laminated glass

•glazing frame SLIM black

•black edging



SOHO 

SOHO 1
white matt

SOHO 2
light gray matt

SOHO 3
dark olive matt

SOHO 4
dark blue matt

SOHO 5
black matt 2

OPTIONS AVAILABLE WITH EXTRA CHARGE

•"90" and "100"  doors leaves for the 2043 norm

•"90" and "100" door leaves in 2300mm

•ventilation undercut

•aluminum ventilation grille

•cover strip for double non-rebated door leaf

double-leaf doors Door leaf price x2
             NOTICE: third Estetic 80 hinge for non-rebated doors  
in 2043mm (extra charge is added to the door frame's price) .

MATT FOILS

white matt light gray matt

dark olive matt dark blue matt black matt 2

net price/gross price

cashmere matt warm grey matt

NEW NEW



SOL



SOL

SOL 
COLLECTION

This is a collection for lovers of geometric 
patterns and three-dimensional surfaces. 
Graphic milling definitely adds character 
and thanks to acrylic UV varnish we can 
guarantee that the door leaf will remain 
white for a long time. There are several 
models to choose from for the lovers of 
straight lines, oval shapes and joy with 
geometry.

Doors from this collection can be an interesting 
piece of decoration for simple interiors or 
a perfect complementation to geometric 
arrangements. Please remember to adjust the 
model to the shapes that we can find   
in the room. For example, in the Sol 2 model it is 
worth combining 
with oval furniture and a round mirror. Vertical 
lines, such as in the Sol 4 model will make the 
room seem higher than it is.

MY ADVICE



SOL

Panel door milled and painted. The door leaves are available in two heights: 
2043 mm and 2300 mm.

The surface of the door leaf and frame in the SOL collection is painted with a 
special primer that  SOL doors are painted with high-quality acrylic lacquer, which 
is hardened with UV radiation technology. This guarantees the highest quality of 
workmanship and protects the door against mechanical damage and dirt during 
everyday use

SOL 
COLLECTION

SLIDING DOOR LEAF
• sliding system for 2043 norm - SPAZIO CD sliding system can be used 

with the collection 

• edge whitout rebate

non-rebated door leaf 
•edge without rebate

• sockets for 3 recessed Estetic 80 hinges for the 2300 mm height and 2 
recessed Estetic 80 hinges for the 2043 mm height (hinges are a part of 
the door frame)

•   Magnetic simple key lock, bathroom lock, cylinder lock or  economic 
magnetic lock and white hinges for white edge.

STANDARD OPTION
door leaf painted with acrylic UV varnish

•wood-based board frame

•full chipboard filling

OPTIONS WITHOUT ADDITIONAL CHARGE
•ventilation sleeves

INVERTED REBATE DOOR LEAF (extra charge)
•acive opening door leaf

• sockets for 3 Estetic 1821 recessed hinges for  2300mm and 2 Estetic 
1821 recessed hinges for 2043mm (the hinges constitute the elements of 
the door frame)

•   magnetic lock with a simple key, a bathroom lock, a cylinder lock or 
economic magnetic lock and white hinges  
for the white edge



SOL 

SOL 1
white UV acrylic lacquer

SOL 2
white UV acrylic lacquer

SOL 3
white UV acrylic lacquer

SOL 4
white UV acrylic lacquer

OPTIONS AVAILABLE WITH EXTRA CHARGE

•"90" and "100"  doors leaves for the 2043 norm

•"90" and "100" door leaves in 2300mm

•ventilation undercut

•aluminum ventilation grille

• inverted rebate door leaf
             NOTICE: third Estetic 80 hinge for non-rebated doors  
in 2043mm (extra charge is added to the door frame's price)

white RAL 9003

UV ACRYLIC LACQUER

SOL 5
white UV acrylic lacquer

net price/gross price

NEW
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INVERTED REBATE

INVERTED 
REBATE

Doors with inverted rebate are a perfect 
solution when designing interiors where we 
want to create a uniform plane of all doors, 
despite the different opening direction, 
outside or inside the room.

RIGHT DOOR LEAF

LEFT DOOR LEAF

Adjustable door frame with inverted rebate is 
made of high-quality wood-based board. From 
the display side, the door frame is covered with 
MATT foils, CPL laminate or painted with the 
highest quality acrylic UV varnishes. To ensure 
high quality of painted door frames, they are 
covered with a special material that forms a 
uniform base before painting. Its construction is 
adapted to the leaf thickness of 40 mm and can 
be assembled on walls with a thickness of 90 - 
290 mm...

NEW



„WHICH IS YOUR FAVO-
URITE MODEL 

FROM THE SUPREME 
LINE?

I like all models.    
They are different and that's 

what I like about them. I 
appreciate high-gloss doors 

with gold inlays 
from City collection, but also 

Hampton model  
in my beloved black color.

YOU USE SUPREME DOORS IN 
YOUR PROGRAMS, YOU TALK TO 
ARCHITECTS DURING MEETINGS. 
WHAT IS THE RATING OF THE SU-
PREME LINE MORE THAN A YEAR 
AFTER ITS PREMIERE?

SUPREME line was  warmly welco-
med. This is fantastic news for us. It 
turned out that these four collections 
meet the expectations of customers, 
because we have door leaves that are 
both modern and classic. Supreme 
l i n e 
is a combination of good design and 
quality performance. When I was de-
signing the door leaves, I tried to take 
into account the right proportions 
and I took care of good graphic 
expression, and DRE added the latest 
technology to it - a laser that glues 
the edges of the leaves and the hi-
ghest quality laminates. And there 
has been created the product that 
customers, the market and distribu-

tors have been waiting for. Our idea 
was accepted and  people liked it.  
This is an amazing success for us. We 
are very pleased.

WHICH COLLECTION IS SUITABLE 
FOR PARTICULAR INTERIOR? 

I designed the wings reagrding   
 more modern, universal and classic 
styles. I assumed that the selected 
collections would be placed in the in-
teriors intended for them. Meanwhile, 
it turned out that our doors are very 
universal, and the classic Hampton 
1 model with a single panel looks 
great in modern interiors. My friend  
 and business part-
ner also chose this model. 
This black and very ele-
gant Hampton door leaf  

with one panel perfectly complemen-
ted the interior of his modern style 
apartment. .

WHAT ARE THE DEVELOPMENT 
PLANS FOR THE SUPREME LINE?

Of course, our heads are full of 
ideas and drawers full of drawin-
gs. At the moment, we are focu-
sing on the Kioto collection, but we 
plan to develop the entire line. This 
year we added new models to Sol 
and Hampton collections. Doors 
from these both collections can also 
be ordered as door leaves with inver-
ted rebate.

KIOTO IS A COMPLETE NOVELTY. WHAT MAKES IT DISTINCTIVE FROM 
OTHER COLLECTIONS?

Kioto is the latest, fifth collection in the Supreme line. The distinctive feature of these doors are 
laminates imitating natural veneer. Until now, door leaves were colored, matt, glossy or milled. 
Door leaves from Kioto collection are simple and their surface refers to natural laminates in 
color and texture.

MODEL CITY 2 | moro, brushed gold marquetry

"IT'S AN  
AMAZING SUCCESS”
Read the interview with the architect and designer of DRE Supreme line, 
Krzysztof Miruć.



Properly selected handle constitutes a  complementary element of doors. We offer you handles perfectly matched to DRE SUPREME collections. For HAMPTON collection, we offer 
TELESTA handles in black matt and FRESIA FIT in gold, and for the CITY collection, CUBE SLIM handles in a color matched to the color of the marquetry. In CITY models with brushed 
copper marquetry, we offer the TELESTA handle with the addition of copper. The black TOM handle perfectly harmonizes with the graphic form of SOHO collection. The universal form of 
LIMA FIT handle harmonizes with SOL collection as well as with other collections. PORTO and SOLLER door handles are available only in DRE Supreme line.

SOLLER handle - black matt or satin chrome simple key 
backplate

cylinder lock 
backplate

bathroom lock 
backplate

CUBE SLIM handle - brushed brass simple key
backplate

cylinder lock 
backplate

bathroom lock 
backplate

LIMA FIT handle - black matt simple key
backplate

cylinder lock 
backplate

bathroom lock 
backplate

TELESTA handle - black matt simple key
backplate

cylinder lock 
backplate

bathroom lock 
backplate

TELESTA handle - black matt / copper simple key
backplate

cylinder lock 
backplate

bathroom lock 
backplate

TOM handle - black matt simple key
backplate

cylinder lock 
backplate

bathroom lock 
backplate

DOOR HANDLES

SLIDING SYSTEM SPAZIO CD MOUNTED ON-WALL
SPAZIO CD
On-Wall mounted sliding system with anodized guide and rectangular reflector. Intended  
for panel and frame construction door leaves in the standard height of 2043. It is a solution for a 
ready-made wall opening.. 

FRESIA FIT handle - glossy gold simple key
backplate

cylinder lock 
backplate

bathroom lock 
backplate

PORTO handle - satin chrome or black matt simple key 
backplate

cylinder lock 
backplate

bathroom lock 
backplate



CONSTRUCTION AND PRICES 
The adjustable non-rebated and inverted rebate door frame is made of high-quality wood-based board. From the display side, it is entirely covered with CPL laminate. Its structure is adapted to the door leaf 
thickness of 40 mm and can be assemled on walls with a thickness of 75-320 mm and adjustment of +20 mm in the non-rebated version and in the range of 90-290 for the door frame with inverted rebate. Door 
frames in CPL laminates are available only in the variant of joining the door frame at an angle of 45°.

The prices also include 2 hinges with fixing plates for the height of 2043 and 3 hinges for the height of 2300. 
Extra charge for the third Estetic 80 hinge for height 2043 non-rebated 
Double-leaf door frame price in the 2043 standard: +50%. (extra charge for the third hinge)
Price of the door frame for double leaf door in the 2300 norm: +50%.

MAGIC MAGNETIC LOCK 
An innovative system of door opening and closing without a handle. Magic Magnetic system is a set of very 
strong magnets. Opposite the door leaf, we placed a magnetic stainless steel block. When closing the door, 
the two elements come together and ensure an even, perfect closure thanks to the magnetic force. Magic 
Magnetic reliably controls and holds doors, but does not close them. 

Attention: magic magnetic lock and its components are delivered in separate packages for self-assembly. 

TECHNICAL INFORMATIONS

KONZERVA handle - black matt bathroom lock with a square knob - black 
matt

magic magnetic lock + adjustabel block 
of door frame - black matt

DOOR FRAMES FOR KIOTO COLLECTION AND MAGIC MAGNETIC LOCK

Installed magic magnetic lock with KONZERVA 
handle and additional bathroom lock

Extra charge for the third  Estetic 1821 hinge for height 2043 inverted rebate 
Door frames in CPL laminates are made only in the variant of joining the door frame at an angle of 45°.
Technical drawing and tables are available on other pages of the catalogue.

NEW



TECHNICAL INFORMATIONS

CONSTRUCTION
Adjustable non-rebated door frame is made of high-quality wood-based board. On the display side it is 
fully covered with mat foil, acrylic laminate or painted. Its structure is adapted to the leaf thickness of 40 
mm and can be used on walls  
with a thickness of 75-320 mm and an adjustment of +20 mm.

A C D E

60 627 671 700 811

70 727 771 800 911

80 827 871 900 1011

90 927 971 1000 1111

100 1027 1071 1100 1211

* for a leaf size of 2043 mm, ** for a leaf size of 2300 mm

Please note: the 075-095 frame has a shallower groove to allow it to be moved, for a wall with thickness of 75-89mm you 
will need to shorten the '"tongue" component of the joint 

horizontal cross section

D - required width of wall passage

vertical cross-section

required height of the wall opening 2079 * / 

2336 mm **

floor

connection otpion of door frame:
45o

90o

door frame angle connection option:

The prices also include 2 hinges with fixing plates for the height of 2043 and 3 for the height of 2300. 
door frames price with connecting angle of 900 - extra charge 
Extra charge for the third Estetic 80 hinge for the height of 2043 
Double-leaf door frame price in the 2043 standard: +50%. (extra charge for the third hinge)
Price of the door frame for double leaf door in the 2300 norm: +50%.

APPLICATION
Non-rebated adjustable door frame is applicable to DRE Supreme collection in the 2043 and 
2300 height standard. The variant of joining the door frame at an angle of 45° and 90° is available 
in HAMPTON, CITY, SOHO and SOL collections. Variant of connecting the door frame at an angle 
of 45 is available in the KIOTO collection

SET CONTAINS
Main beam (one horizontal and two vertical elements) with wide angular architrave (80 mm) with 
small rounding angles of the cross-section profile (R2), door seal, a set of hinges, all necessary 
components for the instalation of door frames in accordance with the supplied instruction. Door 
frames are packed in cardboard boxes.

FOR SINGLE-LEAF DOORS A C D E

120 1274 1318 1350 1458

130 1374 1418 1450 1558

140 1474 1518 1550 1658

150 1574 1618 1650 1758

160 1674 1718 1750 1858

170 1774 1818 1850 1958

180 1874 1918 1950 2058

FOR DOUBLE DOOR LEAF DOORS

rack cross-section

Door frames for Hampton, City, Soho and Sol collections



TECHNICAL INFORMATIONS

Gloss laminates were used in the non-rebated door frame with angular panels. It is an innovative acrylic 
laminate with a high degree of gloss, with a mirror reflection effect. In addition, the laminate has a perfectly 
smooth surface and increased scratch resistance...

Application
The adjustable non-rebated door frame with angular panels is 
applicable to the CITY collection in glossy laminates in the non-rebated, 
turn-only single-leaf version.

SET CONTENTS
Main beam with wide architrave (80 mm)  with small rounding angles of 
the cross-section profile (R2), horizontal beam with architrave panels,  
door gasket, a set of hinges, door frame assembly set with manual. Door 
frames are packed in cardboard boxes.

The set price contains the price of two vertical beams + the price of the 
upper beam with angular panels

floor

* dimension for a door height of 2043 mm

** dimension for a door height of 2300 mm

Please note: the 075-095 frame has a shallower groove to allow it 
to be moved, for a wall with thickness of 75-89mm you will need to 
shorten the '"tongue" component of the joint.

horizontal cross-section of the 
lintel

Vertical section AA

beam cross-section

2043 standard price include 2 hinges with fastening plates. 
Extra charge for the third Estetic 80 hinge for the height of 2043



TECHNICAL INFORMATIONS

Adjustable door frame with inverted rebate is made of high-quality wood-based board. From the display 
side, the door frame is covered with MATT foils, CPL laminate or painted with the highest quality acrylic UV 
varnishes. To ensure high quality of painted door frames, they are covered with a special material that forms 
a uniform base before painting. Its construction is adapted to the leaf thickness of 40 mm and can be 
assembled on walls with a thickness of 90 - 290 mm...

Application
The door frame applies to doors with inverted rebate, from HAMPTON 
and SOLcollections.

SET CONTENTS
Main beam (horizontal and two vertical elements), T80 architrave 
(horizontal and two vertical), door seal, set of two Estetic 1821 hinges in 
2043 mm and three hinges in 2300 mm, magnetic lock latch strike plate, 
door frame assembling elements set with manual. Door frames are 
packed in cardboard packaging.

door frame profile

vertical cross-section of 
adjustable inverted rebate 
door frame

horizontal cross-
section of adjustable 
inverted rebate door 
frame 

A C D E F S

60 625 694 724 785 834 644

70 725 794 824 885 934 744

80 825 894 924 985 1034 844

90 925 994 1024 1085 1134 944
100 1025 1094 1124 1185 1234 1044

stan-
dard H HŚ hw H0 HCP HCT

2043 2055 2054 2088 2103 2134 2158

2300 2312 2311 2345 2360 2391 2415

left door 
leaf

right door 
leaf

floor

wall

Extra charge for the third Estetic 1821 hinge for the height of 2043 

The offer is valid from 05-06-2023.
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